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Foreward

Growing up as a young boy in Ikogosi, the dream of one day becoming Governor seemed as unlikely as having a spring where cold and hot water meet but do not mix. Yet, Ikogosi

is home to a warm spring where hot and cold water meet, and the Spring is not only a tourist attraction but also the home of a bottling company where our spring water is bottled

for nationwide consumption. Today, because of the sacrifices of our forebears, a young boy from Ikogosi is also aspiring to be Governor, so he can help create opportunities for
future generations in Ekiti State.

I am a product of Ekiti, grateful for the opportunities I was given, and I am determined to provide the people of Ekiti with opportunities that can make a difference in their lives.

My commitment to the development and progress of our State did not start today. I have spent a lifetime in public service, serving our great State in different capacities, starting

in 1994 when I was secretary for the Ekiti State creation committee. Since then, I have served in three Governments in various capacities, a privilege that has given me the knowledge, insight, and experience to be considered suitable to be the next Governor of Ekiti State.

I have served my people diligently, gaining strong competence and experience in governance, transformation strategy, budgets, economic planning and service delivery, youth

and sports development and human capital development. There are very few areas that my service of Ekiti has not exposed me to. Still, I recognise that the best position from

which to make a difference is from the front - and I am humbled to be in the position to put my experience, network and competence to use, as I ask for the chance to serve you,
as Governor of Ekiti State.

My immediate priorities are clear: safeguard our people’s lives, livelihoods, well-being and future. Grow the economy and create jobs and opportunities, especially for our young

people, by deepening our knowledge zone, equipping our people with valuable skills, mobilising private sector investments into Ekiti and creating a conducive environment for

businesses to thrive. Our plan will also build on the foundation laid by the outgoing Government by completing strategic infrastructure projects in transport, agriculture and power,

designed to improve quality of life for all and make Ekiti competitive for businesses of all sizes. This document outlines my pledge, priorities and plans in detail.

The people of Ekiti are hardworking, diligent and proud, but the most significant barrier to success is a lack of opportunities. If given the opportunities, we will thrive, and many

Ekiti people doing extraordinary things around the world are living proof of that. I have faith in the future of this great State and its people, and I am committed to leading us as

we continue on the road to a prosperous Ekiti for all. An Ekiti that is safe and secure; one where every person has food to eat and somewhere to lay their head at night, where

every young person has access to the education and skills required to secure gainful employment; where all of our parents can send their children to school to learn; an Ekiti that

is attractive to investors and businesses of all sizes who bring jobs, development and opportunities to our State. We have begun that journey, and we are on our way.

There is more that unites us than there is that divides us. Our hopes, dreams, and love of this great State transcend religious, local Government and even party lines. My vision for
a prosperous Ekiti is clear, but I cannot do it alone. But I can do it together with you.
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Our Roap Map
This roadmap is not a
politician’s promise to a
voting public- but a pledge
from one Ekiti man to his
people.

This roadmap is not a politician’s usual promise to a voting public but a pledge from an Ekiti man to his people.

Our strategic pillars are linked, and progress in one will drive progress in another. By making them strategic

priorities, we are ensuring that there is sufficient investment, resources and attention given to the areas we

believe have the individual and collective potential to create opportunities, improve well-being and deliver

sustainable growth for everyone; from our elderly; to our youth; our women; our workers at State and Local

Government level; our small and micro business owners; our investors; our teachers and our lecturers; and of
course our children.

There is no silver bullet to build our State, and the sustainable progress we want will not happen overnight. That

is why it is important to have continuity of governance, the type that allows us to use the foundation that has

already been laid to build the future we want. Many of the plans outlined require partnerships, funding,

community input and all hands on deck, working together for our common goal; a progressive and productive
Ekiti state.

With the combination of my personal capacity and experience in Government, and a team of strong, experienced

and diverse people, we are confident that we can attract private capital, talent, expertise and opportunities to
our State.

Youth
Development
and Job
Creation

Human Ingenuity
always creates value.
A government's job is
to support it.

Unemployment is a critical issue, not just in Ekiti but
across Nigeria. Our promise to create jobs is unlike
the generic promises of the past, because we

48% to our GDP. This sector’s potential is vast- and the potential to support our economy and create jobs and opportunities for

MSMEs account for 70% of our country’s employment, generate at least N1.5 trillion naira in revenue annually and contribute

Job creation is a
marathon and not
a sprint.

goal. It is the culmination of concerted effort,

Ekiti can be unlocked with adequate support; access to finance, incentives, skills, training opportunities and the right

MSME Financing and Support

“
”

investment and work in developing our systems,

environment. Some of the ways we will support our micro-businesses are outlined below:

understand that job creation is an outcome, not a

processes, people and the environment within

Restructure the Microfinance and Enterprise Development Agency (MEDA) into an Enterprise Trust Fund run as a PPP, with

Use MEDA to provide loans to MSMEs, and fund vocational training in industries with absorptive capacity for trainees.

seed funding from the State Government.
•

the Ekiti Film Zone.

Utilise local contractors, artisans and businesses in the provision of government projects like the Ekiti Knowledge Zone and

increase opportunities for skills transfer when engaging large external contractors.

Create a local content component to future contracts ensuring that local contractors are given first consideration and

available capital for MSMEs.

Collaborate with Deposit Money Banks, Development Finance Institutions and Microfinance Institutions to deepen

loan performance and increased productivity.

Enhance the role of sector and location-based cooperatives by creating incentive and reward schemes to encourage better

homeownership in Ekiti.

Strengthen the Mortgage & Foreclosure Board to register mortgages, which will deepen access to finance and

•

•

•

•

which they operate. This is the work that I pledge to
do. Creating employment and income-generating
opportunities for the people of Ekiti is a critical
component of my administration’s agenda. We have
identified some of the drivers, markets and
industries that create these opportunities within the
system and intend to nurture them and give them
the enabling structures and support required to
deliver the jobs we need. To this end, our focus will
be on:

•
•

Digital Skills

choices about where to invest. Ekiti has a strong democratic dividend, over 3 million people, most of them young, vibrant people, and it is our job to

The availability of skilled labour is one of the key competitive advantages that global investors and investors closer to home look for when making

Introduce coding camps/classes in primary and secondary schools across the State.

Bridging the skills
gap is key to
unlocking Ekiti's
potential

“
”

ensure that we create a future that works- not just for them, but the youth coming after them. Because of this, we must not only create jobs that our

existing workforce can fill but take a long term, strategic approach to understanding the future of work and how it is evolving as economies grow and

new technologies emerge. This is why we are focused on building a knowledge-based economy. We must invest in developing a globally competitive

labour force to accelerate our growth and capture a greater proportion of global investment. The extent to which we realise this growth is predicated

on how we harness our human capital and why we are placing increasing emphasis on ensuring that we are able to develop the much-needed skills
required to trigger economic success. Some of our immediate plans include the following:

Commence an aggressive digital training programme for Ekiti youths to ensure at least 5,000 youths are proficient in various technology skills –
software development and engineering, UI/UX development, helpdesk analysis/operations, data science/analysis etc.

Develop and implement a targeted Business Process Outsourcing curriculum to make Ekiti a hub of BPO talent in Nigeria.

•
•
•

Develop partnerships with civil society, donor organisations and private sector actors to deepen the use of technology and technology-related

Deepen and optimise the Ekiti Regional Education Network to improve collaboration among tertiary institutions in Ekiti.

•

skills within our education system.

•

Vocational Skills
Practical hands-on vocational training that can meet industry and business needs will deliver the
skilled manpower required to support our people, especially our youth, as they create businesses
and become self-employed or go into paid employment with existing businesses. Technical and
vocational skills are immediately applicable, and their potential to create hundreds of thousands of
jobs for Ekiti is easy to see. However, transforming the potential of vocational education into jobs
and economic value requires targeted funding, well-trained teachers and personnel and robust
facilities and incentives. We will start with the areas below and build out our strategy to deepen

Enhance the operation of the Ekiti State Polytechnic, with a target to produce the workforce

Operationalise the existing vocational training centres and recruit trainers across all centres.

vocational skills development for Ekiti:
•

centres across the State and an annual engagement with employers to identify skill gaps within

Restructure the Bureau of Employment, Labour and Productivity to include the operation of job

required by Agri-businesses operating in the State.

•
•
the ecosystem.

To thrive in a global
economy that is built on
knowledge we must commit
to leveraging the brilliance
of our people

knowledge and skills have become central to economic output. Today we are blessed with technology that connects us to socio-economic value

The last five decades have seen the world evolve from traditional economies that relied on trade and the extractives; to a knowledge economy, where

Ekiti Knowledge Zone

“
”

chains in real-time- as part of an economy driven primarily by the flow of information and access to networks. These are the core enablers of economic
growth.

To thrive in a global economy built on knowledge, we must commit to leveraging the brilliance of our people, our vast human resources and

demographic dividend to promote sustainable development. Ekiti State is known as the Fountain of Knowledge, and I am confident that we can turn

knowledge into a central part of our economy and a product we can trade profitably and for the benefit of all. To this end, my administration will

•

•

•

•

Organise roadshows to ensure a critical mass of technology companies, including an anchor tenant, are operating within the Zone when it opens.

Provide site and services (perimeter fencing, access roads, water, power and security) for EKZ.

Identify and complete the engagement of an anchor investor and operator for the Zone.

Complete the process of obtaining Special Economic Zone status for Ekiti Knowledge Zone to make it more attractive to investors.

Deepen the existing broadband policy by ensuring broadband connectivity within 5km of every location in Ekiti.

complete the ongoing work on Ekiti Knowledge Zone (EKZ) and will:

•

Sports Development

Sports can be a powerful tool for youth development. Not only can it help build necessary communications, teamwork and

leadership skills, it can also open doors for talented youth to build successful careers- competing across all tiers. Beyond these

economic benefits, sports also has the added benefit of helping our youth build active healthy lifestyles that will contribute to

•

Create a training and welfare programme for coaches, tutors and trainers to improve the quality of sports training available

Renovate all major sports infrastructure, starting with the Kayode Oluyemi Stadium.

Elevate the existing Sports Council to a Commission.

their health and wellbeing. In recognition of the importance of sports development- especially for our youth, we will:

•

Operationalise the Sports Trust Fund to increase overall investment in sporting activities.

across Ekiti.

•
•

Human
Capital
Development

Ekiti State has the second-lowest number of
out-of-school children in the country; 50,945
children. Our goal is to build on the progress made
by the previous administration by bringing that

Education

”

As the child of two
teachers who has
benefitted from a solid
educational
foundation, it is my
duty to ensure that our
children have access to
the same opportunities
that I did

“

We live in a world where the most important commodity is knowledge and

number as close to zero as possible, making sure

where a young person in Ekiti should be able to compete with someone in any

to

that our children are not just in school but learning.
crucial

country in the world for the same job. None of this is possible without a

is

sustainable

education

Quality

Continue the free and compulsory education policy up to SS3.

world-class education. We will:

Continue the renovation and equipping of primary and secondary schools

development. Therefore, ensuring that all our

•

best-in-class graduates across various disciplines.

Invest in our tertiary institutions to ensure we continue to produce

abuse, exploitation and intimidation.

Ensure that all Ekiti schools operate a Zero-Tolerance policy for all forms of

improve and motivate teachers.

Deliver a structured reward, training and monitoring programme to

industrialisation plan.

Offer a broader vocational education curriculum to support the State’s

deepen the use of technology in our schools.

Ensure connectivity of all primary, secondary and vocational schools to

to improve the learning environment.

•

children can access free and quality basic education
up to SS3, with curriculums that prepare them
adequately for further learning or the job market, is
a critical competitive edge.

•
•
•
•
•

Water, Sanitation & Hygiene
Equitable and reliable access to drinking water and sanitation facilities is critical to improving the living
standards of our residents and reducing poor sanitation-related illnesses and mortality rates. We are
prioritising this pillar in line with Sustainable Development Goal 6, with an emphasis on rural sanitation and

Explore a bottom-up, demand-driven approach and develop opportunities for engaging communities in

Ensure that every resident in Ekiti State has equal access to a safe and reliable water supply.

sustainable water provision. To achieve success, we will:

•

Optimise Egbe and Ero dams to supply portable water across the State.

breakdown.

Adopt good practices in operation and maintenance that will ensure prompt response to system

delivery and accelerate access and coverage.

infrastructure and delivery of water supply and sanitation services to improve performance in service

Create an enabling environment for the participation of the private sector in the development of the

schemes for sustainability.

planning, designing, implementation, ownership, management, operation and maintenance of water

•

•

•
•

Healthcare

We are most vulnerable when we are sick, and high healthcare costs often make simple healthcare situations

more dire and in some cases, fatal. Healthcare costs can be prohibitive, and it is our responsibility to

democratise access to healthcare services that offer our residents protection and a safety net when sick.

Not only will this improve the quality of life we can offer, but it will reduce preventable deaths by removing

the barrier to access, especially for low-income households. Our focus (outlined below) will be on improving

the infrastructure, facilities and operating quality and procedures while ensuring that health insurance
products are accessible:

Expand the purchase of an explicit but guaranteed set of services for all Ekiti people through affordable

•

•

•

Improve the distribution, incentives and motivation of healthcare workers to strengthen productivity.

Institute a mechanism to ensure adherence to Standard Operating Procedures across the hospitals.

Expand the provision of lifesaving and high impact equipment in our healthcare facilities

Continue the existing renovation of hospitals across all tiers.

Enhance our capacity to respond to the rising crisis of Non-Communicable Diseases (NCDs).

health insurance.

•

•

•

Social Investment:
All of the interventions, plans and investments outlined in this document are designed to enhance
and improve the lives and well-being of all citizens, including our marginalised citizens- especially
women, youth, the elderly and persons living with disabilities. Our youth are the future, and we
must invest in that future today. Our women make up almost 50% of our population and are as
industrious as they are hardworking. We must provide them with opportunities to thrive and
contribute to our economy. In addition to providing targeted skills development, local content
policies, access to targeted financing, incentives and vocational and digital skills training, we intend
to deliver targeted projects and initiatives designed to protect and empower our residents through
various ways, some of which are outlined as:.

•

Expand the delivery of infrastructure (e.g. transit homes, elderly persons resorts etc.) to protect
vulnerable citizens.

Implement existing laws and policies that have been put in place to protect vulnerable people,

Build institutional and human capacity to scale up social service delivery across the State.

for example, VAPP, CRA, HIV/AIDS Law, etc.

Encourage civil society organisations and social enterprises to partner with the State to

•
•

and livelihoods of marginalised citizens throughout the State.

Continue to invest in programs, infrastructure and human capacity to enhance the well-being

respond to community needs.

•
•

Agriculture &
Rural Development

Agriculture And Rural Development

Agriculture is one of the main contributors to Ekiti’s economy, and we are now on the road to

fulfilling the potential of our agrarian heritage. We intend to develop the sector further by

attracting more investment in agri-business to deepen our processing capacity of both staple

and cash crops, which not only provide us food security but will help Nigeria grow its non-oil

exports. We have a responsibility to support our farmers with adequate financing, value chain

support, access to markets, skills and technology to increase productivity within the sector,

giving them the ability to provide food for the State and for exports while creating much-needed

jobs and opportunities. Priority will be given to strategic crops, including cassava, rice, cocoa,
cashew, maise, yam and vegetables.

farming side of things, and so our focus will spread across that value chain - from farming through to storage and processing,

We recognise that to capture the most value from the agriculture sector, we need to support the entire value chain - not just the

•

•

Focus on enhancing our dams and supporting pipeline infrastructure to deepen irrigation coverage within the Zone.

Successfully raise the financing required to commence the Ekiti Special Agro-Industrial Processing Zone. This will focus on

transportation and markets as outlined below:

•

Complete the rural roads project to ensure at least 500 kilometres of farm roads are completed by 2024.

Continue to attract major agri-business interest to Ekiti by ensuring major processors set up factories in Ekiti annually.

Strengthen the cooperatives and associations to improve productivity, especially for strategic crops – cassava, rice, cocoa, cashew,

providing critical infrastructure for agri-business.

•
•

Continue the participatory budget process to ensure communities have a say in the budget and planning process and the

maise, yam and vegetables.
•

Continue to empower the Ekiti State Community and Social Development Agency (EKSCIDA) to implement projects that enhance
the socio-economic status of suburban and rural communities.

Grant-in-Aid programme that allows for community-led project implementation.
•

Infrastructure
& Industrilization

Infrastructure & Industrialisation

development of key infrastructure that is critical to our economic development will have a vast impact on our progress. Power

Infrastructure is simultaneously a challenge and an opportunity, and an area we have given priority status. Accelerating the

and transport are two key priority sectors that will improve our attractiveness, profitability and generate positive economic and

underdeveloped core sectors. We have made considerable headway within the transportation sector with numerous road

social impact. We are committed to collaborating with stakeholders across the ecosystem to ensure we boost these

Focus on extending the road projects from JKF 2.0, including the expansion of Ado-Iyin highway to Aramoko, and make it

have for Ekiti, and will:

projects delivered and the Ado Airport project nearing completion. We will build on this progress to deliver on the vision we

•

Construct and rehabilitate inter-city roads like Ikere- Ilawe, Ifaki-Awo, Awo-Ijero, Ayegunle-Ijurin, Itapa-Omuo-Ijelu, among
others.

a major artery into Ekiti State from Lagos.
•

•

Collaborate with the Federal Government to complete the reconstruction of Ado-Akure Road.

Operationalise the Ado Airport Project and commence full passenger and cargo transportation.

Strengthen the capacity of the Public Works Corporation to undertake regular maintenance of all State roads.

Omisanjana Road and NTA Road in Ado LGA, and the completion of township roads in other LGAs.

•

Deepen the Independent Power Projects to cover both EKZ and the SAPZ and other strategic industrial hubs.

Prioritise township roads and inner-city roads for phased rehabilitation, including Moferere-Odo Ado, Deeper –

•

Develop mini-grid solutions via PPPs to ensure power supply to unserved and underserved communities.

•

•

Collaborate with the Federal Government to complete the Ilupeju and Ijesa-Isu substations and 132/33KV transmission

•

•

titling.

Operationalise the just-completed Geographical Information System to digitise land administration and fast track land

lines to increase the electricity supplied to Ekiti State.

•
•

Arts, Culture
& Tourism

Arts, Culture & Tourism

focus on tourism and arts and culture. Our rich

As we look to diversify our economy, we will
to our great State.

developed properly. We want to attract our Ekiti people in the diaspora, indigenous tourists, and international visitors

jobs across the hospitality value chain and breathe new life into our arts and culture sector when harnessed and

We only have to look around the world to see how the industry and its associated commercial activities can create

cultural heritage and locations are steeped in

We have young, vibrant people excelling in film, arts and craft, fashion and design and are committed to supporting

history and provide an excellent opportunity to
diversify our State’s economy. Unique attractions

their growth and ability to contribute to the development of the State. We will do this in the following ways:

Designate the Ipole-Iloro-Ikogosi corridor as a Special Tourism Zone – to ensure focus on providing security,
infrastructure, power and broadband within the Zone.

Operationalise Ekiti Airport and include a specific tourism section to drive domestic and international tourist

Design a set of programmes to optimise tourism, e.g. a comprehensive mapping of historical sites and capacity

Optimise the concessions of existing tourism assets – Ikogosi Warm Spring and Resort and Arinta Waterfalls.

activity.
•

•

Develop a dedicated tourism, arts and culture fund in partnership with development finance institutions to grow

Seek Public-Private Partnership for the development of a proposed film village in the tourism corridor.

•
•

Invest in the teaching and promotion of creative arts in schools, as well as competitions to discover talent early.

Identify strategic locations within Ekiti for hospitality development, e.g. Ero Dam, Ipole-Iloro, Olosunta Hills etc.

Prioritise skills development in the production of cultural artefacts for tourism and export
•

the portfolio of tourism assets and support business ideas of young creatives in Ekiti.

•

building initiatives to meet employment needs in the tourism and hospitality sector.

•

•

•

like the hot and cold springs at Ikogosi are
attractions that can compete on a world stage.

Unique attractions like
Ikogosi Warm Springs
Resort are attractions that
can compete on a world
stage.

“
”

Governance

“
We are accountable to
you and how we
govern is a reflection
of you and the trust
that you are placing in
us

”

Governance

We cannot achieve sustainable development without good governance, so this last pillar is the one that brings it all together. . It is the

with transparency and best practice and collaborating with the right actors to move the dial on our state development plans and the

pillar that ensures that we are taking adequate care of our civil servants, that our residents are safe and secure, that we are operating

placing in us. It is not something we take for granted.

SDGs. But, above all else, this pillar is a reminder that we are accountable to you and that how we govern reflects the trust you are

Strengthen relevant State planning functions like the Bureau of Statistics, Ekiti State Economic Council

States.

Provide a peer review/benchmarking mechanism to measure Ekiti’s performance in the Committee of

Development Goals.

Ensure all Government policies, plans and programmes are fully integrated with the Sustainable

achieving the Sustainable Development Goals and targets.

Deepen collaboration with Federal Government and development partners in support of Ekiti State

budgets are aligned with the plan.

Prioritise the implementation of the 30-year Ekiti State Development Plan and ensure policies and

Planning
•
•
•
•
•

and others.

and continuous improvement.

Ensure two-way communication between our residents and key government agencies for 360 feedback

and provision of broadband connectivity.

Improve the working environment of the civil service, including the renovations of the state secretariat

compliance with the contributory pension scheme policy going forward.

Design a sustainable programme to clear outstanding salary and pension obligations and ensure full

Civil Service
•
•
•

Deepen the use of technology (CCTV and drone surveillance) for security and achieve synergy across

Provide logistic and equipment support to existing security agencies.

Security
•

Recruit more officers into Amotekun to complement existing security agencies.

various security agencies.

•
•
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